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We all have them … leftover bits 

from quilts we’ve made, orphan 

quilt blocks, and pieces of art 

cloth we don’t know what to do with 

but can’t bear to discard. You’ve already 

done much of the hard work sewing 

and quilting these bits—why not create 

something beautiful with them?

The genesis for my series of “Fragments” 

came out of a failed quilt. I had made 

a quilt top that was beautiful, but 

unsuccessful. I quilted the entire piece, 

then threw it on my cutting table in a 

heap and forgot about it.

Not too long after, I was matting a small 

collage when the mat board fell onto 

the quilt, isolating a section within the 

frame. It was magical. The isolation of 

a small portion of the abstract design 

was ten times better than the overall 

quilt. I set out to cut up the quilt top 

and then frame small sections, creating 

a wall piece that was sophisticated and 

saleable. 

The “Fragment” series was born.

InstructIons
1. Set quilt top or block on a cutting 

surface. Using a mat board, 

“interview” the piece through the 

opening. Move the board around until 

you isolate your desired framed spot.

2. Position a pin in each of the corners 

of the opening and remove the board.

3. Cut the piece approximately ½" 

larger on all sides.

4. Tape the piece onto the back of the 

mat board. Add a solid cardboard 

piece to the back.

5. Frame.   
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Use It Up!
by Vivika Hansen DeNegre
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Materials
 
• Quilted blocks, leftover trimmings, 

or ready-to-recycle quilt top

• Rotary cutting tools

• Pins

• Mat boards with precut openings

• Tape
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